
It’s time  
for the

big 
time! 

Use our giant  
clock kits  
to create  

one-of-a-kind, 
über-sized  
designs!
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sign of the times 
Now that’s what you call a true “sign of the time!” This antique find has a whole new life as a chic, 
oversized clock. There’s nothing to the one of a kind look. Simply paint the clock components to 
match your space. Then, mount them according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 



knock  
on wood 

Why toss it when you can 
clock it? It’s easy to turn 

anything (like this castoff 
wooden pallet) into a funky 
timepiece with our handy 

oversized clock components. 
We used a word-processing 
program to make our own 
oversized number stencils 

for this look. And we painted 
the clockworks silver before 

mounting them to the wood.
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« forest flourish
This whimsical woodland wall clock was traced onto foam board with 
the help of an art projector—the image is from a book of clip art. 
The cheery color comes from simple acrylic paint. Tip: Paint can cause 

foam board to curl. To keep ripples to a minimum, paint both the back 
and front of your design.

button up »
Quirky and cutesy…that’s what we wanted for 
this oversized clock. So, we topped it off with a 
pair of bright plastic buttons. A few dots of hot 

glue held them perfectly in place.
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« making peace
We went lightweight for this way-out wall clock. 
The base is made from simple foam board. We 
traced the clip art image with the help of an art 
projector. Then, we carefully cut out the shape 
with a craft knife. To finish, we découpaged our 
handiwork with groovy wrapping paper, layering 
bits of tulle here and there for texture. Tip: Ready 
to peace out this project for yourself? You’ll find 
foam board and a selection of art projectors in our 
extensive Art Department.

lend a hand »
Our tie-dye timepiece wouldn’t be up to the minute 
without these wall-size clock components. To keep to the 
colorful theme, we altered the clock hands and base with 
sparkly blue glitter—we used a spray adhesive for quick 
and easy coverage. Then, we mounted them according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions. 
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« Tip:   We used the numerals that came 
with the wall clock kit. To customize them 
for this project, we painted them green and 
adhered them to pre-painted wooden tiles.

  felt the glow
Your tick-tot timepiece is all about the bright-
as-day details. Draw on a happy face with a 
permanent marker, and add pops of color (like rosy 
cheeks and pointing fingers) with felt! 

« 

« zoo view
That kid is all about the animals! And that’s why 
he’ll love this whopper of a clock. The sunny base 
is painted foam board. And the cute little critters? 
They’re ready-to-go wooden embellishments, 
available in the Craft Department. 

Playtime 
Turns 

Schooltime!
This project is perfect to 

help teach kids how
to tell time.
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for reel  
Looking for your ticket to dramatic 
décor? We suggest larger than 
life film reels turned giant, one 
of-a-kind clock! The metal wall 
decorations are available in the 
Home Accents Department. 
We used E6000® epoxy to 
assemble them into a sculptural 
design, complete with 12” clock 
hands. Tip: Our oversized clock 
components come in basic black, 
but a coat of acrylic paint can 
customize them to coordinate 
with any décor. 
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TiP:  We used a plastic plate 
for the center of our design. 

That meant that we could use 
a heat gun to melt a hole in 

the dish to accommodate the 
clock mechanism. Easy!

on your plate  
Who could help but think the world 
of this stunning, oversized timepiece? 
For a similar look, try découpaging 
thirteen clear plates with a map of 
the globe—use a copy machine 
to reduce or enlarge the image as 
desired. Install oversized clock hands 
on one plate. Then, plot a course 
to your favorite wall, and hang the 
rest of the plates as shown. 
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Frame Aim   Let’s call this giant 
clock a “collage homage.” Round up an eye-
catching collection of frames—we’ve got plenty 
to choose from in the Home Accents Department. 

Then, make them pop with 
paint, photos, fabric and 
anything else that floats 
your artistic fancy. Arrange 
the frames around our 
king-size clockworks…and 
you’re done!

Hand plan   Don’t forget to customize your clock 
kit to coordinate with your one-of-a-kind design. For our look, 

we covered the base with fabric. Then, we used acrylic paint to 
turn the hands the perfect shade of deep mahogany red.
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Cork Out »    Pre-cut cork 
tiles, mounted on simple foam board, 
make up the checkerboard motif on this 
handy message center. We loved the look, 
but we thought…it needed a clock! We 
went for smallish clock hands this time. 
They point to vintage-style numerals 
mounted on ticket stub embellishments, 
available in the Scrapbooking Department.
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Do not allow chilDren to complete projects alone. aDult supervision requireD.

«  Chalk Up   This look is 
corkboard-meets-chalkboard-meets-giant 
clock! The imaginative design is built on 
basic foam board. We covered the board 
with rolled cork (available in the Craft 
Department). Then, we sprayed the cork 
with chalkboard paint.  After that, we 
installed the clockworks and popped the 
piece in a coordinating frame. Tip: We 
drew our numerals with ordinary chalk. 
Go for acrylic paint if you want a more 
permanent design.




